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Projects

Awarded

Ongoing

Completed

SAN JOSE CATHOLIC CHURCH
COLONIAS, NEW MEXICO

Historical Preservation is one of the most important 
services that CSTi provides. Our work in the survey 
department is a constant reminder of past places, 
monuments, and historical landmarks. In the photo 
to the left, you can see a gated church standing 
solitary on a New Mexican Landscape. In front 
of it stands our GPS Rover. Just before the entry of 
this church is a monument (a survey benchmark) 
that we used to create boundary for another 
property near by. And lucky for us , we were able 
to capture a moment of New Mexican History.

The church appears humble, but, it represents 
three centuries of history. The church itself and 
the settlement of Colonias New Mexico was 
established in 1708.Colonias” has been interpreted 
to mean “colonies” “plantations” and “settlement”.  
Thank you to the town of Colonias for hosting the 
CSTi team and  for giving us a glance into the past.

Highlight :

NNSA - PHASE ONE COMPLETED
ATRISCO VILLAGE APARTMENTS
JJ PICKLE
FACEBOOK 
EPCC- VALLE VERDE
*EBS SEA-CAN DESIGNS >

NM STATE - 8 TOPOS ON CAMPUS
CITY OF FARMINGTON - 2 RE-PLATS
EPISD NEW ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
ALBUQUERQUE ZOO - TOPO w/ 
WHPACIFIC

WALMART, GALLUP - UTILITY LOCATE & 
TOPO

Highlight :

EXPEDITIONARY BUILDING SYSTEMS, SEA CAN DESIGNS

Victor Rodriguez, CSTi’s BIM/CAD Manager supports the EBS team with his 
design skills. EBS provides design, fabrication, and, installation, services for 
several sectors; Armed Forces, Emergency Services, Civil,  etc. This includes; 
Fully Relocatable Facilities, Barracks & Latrines, MWR Facilities, Guard 
Shack, Training Complexes, Complete Base Camps, Storage Facilities, Easy 
Relocation, Ballistic Protection Options,Global Shipping, Temporary housing, 
medical Units DFAC Facilities, Hygiene Units, Storage Units, and more. 

To learn more 
about CSTi 

Projects contact 
our team!

The Image above  is a  structure designed by Victor Rodriguez & Steve Sullivan with EBS - this structure 
represents an armed forces training unit  built from shipping containers. Visit their website for more info!  
http://hbconstruction.com/ebs/



Exploring BIM Value

Method Sample: 

Pt. i 

Pt. ii Pt. iii 

A research paper conducted by Kyleigh Rivera

Through research collected by the CSTi 
Team, we have established data that 
introduces how BIM implementation can 
reduce schedule delays, labor, project 
costs, change orders, safety hazards, and 
waste. One issue that we and the AEC/
BIM community have encountered is how 
to provide the evidence and data that 
quantifies the value of BIM. Through our 
research, we believe we have found a 
method that provides an introductory stage 
of proof. Data collection that is relevant 
to the AEC industry, in regards to BIM 
implementation, is highly time consuming 
and can be complicated for companies to 
dedicate resources to. 

One approach to providing this data might 
look like this; Two exact buildings - built 
identically in regards to time, manpower, 
weather/environmental conditions, etc. 
One with and without BIM and we would 
hypothetically compare the two buildings. 
This approach is possible, but, depends on 
perfect and unrealistic conditions. There is 
not a company so far that has built identi-
cal buildings solely for research purposes 
showing the effectiveness of BIM to non 
BIM construction. Another obstacle to 
providing this type of data are the multiple 
variables that are often unmeasurable. Ex; 
How will we measure labor/cost/time/ 
waste that was never used in the first place 
( because BIM resolved it)? 

Our method of reviewing initial and end 
clashes has created data demonstrating 
the value of BIM implementation. We have 
measured based on 23 completed proj-
ects where CSTi used BIM, that 81.5% of 
all conflicts caught by BIM were resolved 
ahead of time – reducing project costs, 
labor, waste, and hazards. 
To get the whole article follow our 
Blog! cstillc.com



P R E C I S I O N  (noun)
pre· ci· sion | \ pri-si-zhən  \
Definition of precision: The quality or 
state of being precise : E X AC T N E SS

 The degree of refinement with 
which an operation is performed 

or a measurement stated : 
AC C U R AC Y

In an ongoing project one of CSTi’s challenges was 
obtaining accuracy and precision. 

Precision
Accuracy

Precision Precision Precision
Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy

Precision vs. Accuracy

Based on the size and complexity 
of this project i t  was implemented 
that the maximum error horizontally 
would be no more than 1/16 of 
an inch. In order to obtain that 
accuracy we knew we had to 
implement first order control. 
Being that a total station and rod 
would not be exact every time it 
was set up and regardless of the 
conditions in the field, we would 
set a 2” hub and a tac which would 
not move and most of these were 
set under .003 (three thousandths) 
which would be 1/32 of an inch 
well within our guidelines for 
tolerance.

From there we would set up a 
conventional total station. By 
using the conventional total station 
method we can then sight from one 
hub and tac to another hub and 
tac and then use the cross-hairs 
in the instrument to sight in the 
exact location. If we didn’t use this 
method and we were out of spec 
per out contract i t  would be up the 
Engineering department to decide 
whether or not to remove the entire 
footing. 

These footings are brace footings 
that are larger than single wide 
trailers and the cost would be 
devastating to any company. 
Everything that is set in the field 
by CSTi determines weather or not 
the steel package is going to fi t 
properly or if adjustments need to 
be made in the field which is also 

a costly fix. 



Thoughts?
Contact the CSTi Team!

  

505.355.5444505.974.0058 cstillc.comkrivera@cstillc.com

Community

Expanding Your Horizons Network is a nonprofit organization that dedicates itself to 
providing young women (middle and high school age) experiences and opportunities 
to participate in hands on STEM activities with mentors.  Their mission is to  inspire girls to 
recognize  their potential and pursue opportunities in science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics. David Acosta, CSTi’s President of Geo-spatial Services has been 
working with the EYHN to provide an introduction to survey with demonstrations of 
our technology and methods. We look forward to future work with this organization.  

CNM Construction Career Day This past week CSTi team members participated 
with CNM’s Construction Career Day. This will be our third visit to CNM to 
demonstrate what the CSTi team does! We were proud to share with students 
our tools, technology, and a little advice about our industry. Thank you to 
the CNM team for hosting this event and giving us another opportunity to 
present. Our next event with CNM will take place March 6th. Psst...we still 
have yet to announce the winner of the CSTi raffle… stay posted to find out!
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Chris ‘CJ’ Jiron recently earned 
his General Building Contractor 
(GB-98) license. Contact us for 
more information!
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